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Readers are invited to submit their endocrinology images for entry into the Endocrine-Related Cancer cover art competition. Winners will be selected by the Editor-in-Chief and will have their imagery featured on the cover of an issue of Endocrine-Related Cancer, both in print and online. Winners will be cited in the journal and will receive a professionally printed copy of the journal cover featuring their scientific image.

To enter the competition please email your images to erc@endocrinology.org accompanied with a short caption of 25-30 words explaining what the image depicts, its magnification and who should be acknowledged for its production. Images should be of high quality and resolution of at least 300 dpi at the final published size 220 mm (W) × 100 mm (H).

By submitting an image you warrant that you own the copyright and agree that images may be used in promotional material. Images not selected for use may still be used by the Society for Endocrinology and Bioscientifica for promotional purposes.
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